Fluorescing molecules (fluorophores) that stochastically switch between photon-emitting and dark states underpin some of the most celebrated advancements in super-resolution microscopy. While this stochastic behavior has been heavily exploited, full characterization of the underlying models can potentially drive forward further imaging methodologies. Under the assumption that fluorophores move between fluorescing and dark states as continuous time Markov processes, the goal is to use a sequence of images to select a model and estimate the transition rates. We use a hidden Markov model to relate the observed discrete time signal to the hidden continuous time process. With imaging involving several repeat exposures of the fluorophore, we show the observed signal depends on both the current and past states of the hidden process, producing emission probabilities that depend on the transition rate parameters to be estimated. To tackle this unusual coupling of the transition and emission probabilities, we conceive transmission (transition-emission) matrices that capture all dependencies of the model. We provide a scheme of computing these matrices and adapt the forward-backward algorithm to compute a likelihood which is readily optimized to provide rate estimates. When confronted with several model proposals, combining this procedure with the Bayesian Information Criterion provides accurate model selection.
INTRODUCTION
Fluorescence microscopy is a collection of techniques that utilize the photon emitting properties of fluorescing molecules, called fluorophores, to perform optical imaging, particularly in cell biology and biomedical applications. Recent years have seen the advent of a number of super-resolution microscopy techniques that have bypassed the classical resolution limits of fluorescence microscopy (Huang et al., 2009) . Specifically, single molecule localization microscopy (SMLM) approaches, such as photoactivated localization microscopy (PALM) (Betzig et al., 2006; Hess et al., 2006) and stochastic optical reconstruction microscopy (STORM) (Rust et al., 2006; Heilemann et al., 2008) , rely on the ability exhibited by some fluorophores to photoswitch stochastically between a photon emitting On state and non-emitting dark states (Van de Linde and Sauer, 2014; Ha and Tinnefeld, 2012) . A specimen decorated with a spatially dense number of photon emitting fluorophores prevents accurate identification of individual fluorophores and resolution of structures smaller than the diffraction limit -see Figure 1 (a) -many more photo-switching fluorophores can be isolated in time and precisely localized in space. When aggregated and plotted, these localizations provide an accurate and detailed map of fluorophore positions giving rise to a super-resolved image.
While lateral resolutions of 10 -30 nanometers (nm) are possible in biological samples using SMLM, the resolution and image quality is strongly dependent on the photo-switching properties of the fluorophore used. This dependence arises primarily because longer On states provide a greater number of photons being recorded by the camera, which in turn leads to greater precision in localizing fluorophores (Ober et al., 2004; Ram et al., 2012; Thompson et al., 2002; Rieger and Stallinga, 2014) . However, the increased random occurrence of fluorophores simultaneously occupying the On state within a diffraction limited spot can lead to significant imprecision, missed events and unwanted artifacts (Van de Linde et al., 2010; Nieuwenhuizen et al., 2015) .
Thus, a careful choice of fluorophore and the environment used to promote photo-switchingcontrolled by the buffer solution and illumination intensity -must be made for the intended application. This is particularly important in live-cell applications when considerations must be made for temporal resolution and reduced laser intensities.
In order to inform the choice of fluorophore with its environment, and aid the development of novel fluorophores, accurate characterization of the photo-kinetic model of the fluorophore, together with estimation of photo-switching rates (the rate at which fluorophores transition between On and dark states) is required (Dempsey et al., 2011; Lehmann et al., 2016) . Further to this, accurate knowledge of the photo-switching characteristics could be employed to maximize resolutions achieved using advanced analytical methods, for example, 3B analysis (Cox et al., 2011) and DeconSTORM (Mukamel et al., 2012) and improve the performance of molecular counting techniques (Rollins et al., 2014; Lee et al., 2012) .
A number of attempts have been made to model the kinetic schemes of fluorophore photoswitching and estimate the corresponding photo-switching rates. These kinetic schemes, as is common across single molecule biophysics, are characterized by Markovian transitions between a finite set of discrete states and are therefore ideally suited to being modeled as continuous time Markov processes. In Figure 2 are four models for photo-switching fluorophores. The first, 2a, depicts a typical kinetic model, accompanied by the state-space diagram we will adopt in this paper. In this model there is a photon emitting On state 1 (involving rapid transitions between excited state S 1 and ground state S 0 via the absorption and emission of a photon), two temporary dark states 0 and 0 1 (the triplet state, T 1 and the redox states, F + and F − ) and an absorption 2 (BF/BT 0 /BS 0 ) which in this application is known as the photobleached state. Then in Figures 2b-2d are three further common state space models. Figure 2b portrays a photo-switching model with a simple two state {On(1) Dark(0)} structure. Models of this type are suitable for super-resolution methods including point accumulation for imaging in nanoscale topography (PAINT) and DNA-PAINT (Sharonov and Hochstrasser, 2006; Jungmann et al., 2010) . Figure   2c depicts a model that incorporates an absorbing state 2. This form of photo-switching followed by absorption describes a first approximation to the behavior that occurs spontaneously in a number of organic fluorophores and post-activation of photoactivatable proteins ( Van de Linde and Sauer, 2014; Ha and Tinnefeld, 2012; Vogelsang et al., 2010) . Figure 2d considers a model in which three distinct dark states are hypothesized which in some cases is a necessary extension to model (c), for instance when very rapid imaging is used .
The challenge comes in selecting the correct model and estimating the transition rates of the continuous time Markov process {X(t) : t ∈ R ≥0 } from an observed discrete-time random process {Y n : n ∈ Z ≥0 }. Here, R ≥0 and Z ≥0 denote the non-negative reals and integers, respectively. Typically, {Y n } is derived from a sequence of images (frames) with Y n corresponding to the observed state of the molecule in the nth frame. This is formed by an exposure of the continuous time process {X(t)} over the time-interval [n∆, (n + 1)∆), where ∆ is the frame length. Process {Y n } can either be a sequence of photon fluxes associated with that molecule for each frame (Figure 3a) , or a simple sequence of 1s and 0s indicating if the molecule was detected in the frame or not (Figure 3b ). In all cases, the observations are subject to the effects of noise and instrument limitations. Essential to the subsequent analysis, therefore, is the ability to account for missed state transition events due to noise and the temporal resolution of the data acquisition, as well as the detection threshold used to determine the state of the system (Figure 3c ). Similar problems occur in other areas of biophysics where estimating transition rates of an underlying continuous time Markov process must be inferred from an observed discrete time signal. In particular, ion-channels have formed the focus of much work (Colquhoun and Hawkes, 1981; Qin and Li, 2004; Rief et al., 2000) , including methods that attempt to account for missed events (Qin et al., 1996; Colquhoun et al., 1996; Hawkes et al., 1990 Hawkes et al., , 1992 Epstein et al., 2016) . However, the mechanism by which the observed signal is obtained and processed from the raw signal is fundamentally different to that of fluorescence microscopy imaging.
Up until now, methods for estimating photo-switching transition rates in fluorescence microscopy are limited. The method in Lin et al. (2015) involves defining {Y n } to be the sequence of 1s and 0s and extracting the dwell times. These are the set of time lengths that {Y n } is seen to sit in the On state and the set of time lengths it is seen to sit in a dark state. Assuming Figure 3: (a) A simulated intensity signal of a fluorophore across time. Each measurement corresponds to the intensity in a frame. 7500 frames were recorded over 250 seconds at a rate of 30 frames per second. (b) Close up of the signal over the time window of 35s to 55s. In red is the observed signal {Y n } indicating if the fluorophore was detected in a particular frame. (c) A further close up of the signal showing intensity read-outs for independent frames. The true, hidden photon emitting On state of the molecule is also indicated, demonstrating how sub-frame length photon emitting events can be missed due to noise or the temporal resolution of the data acquisition.
these dwell times to be exponentially distributed (or a mixture of exponential distributions in the case of multiple dark states), maximum likelihood estimates of the transition times are then computed. This method, which will be referred to here as exponential fitting, has two flaws.
Firstly, it does not correctly account for the effect the imaging procedure has on the stochastic structure of the discrete time process. Secondly, it does not allow for the absorbing (photobleached) state, which must be identified and accounted for by truncation of the data to the last observed On state. This is especially troublesome as, to an observer, it is indistinguishable from a temporary dark state. This method therefore results in the absence of estimates for the absorption rate and can lead to significantly biased estimates of the transition rates between On and dark states.
Hidden Markov models (HMMs) are widely used across a range of scientific and engineering disciplines to relate a sequence of observations, called emissions, to the states of an unobserved (hidden) Markov process that one wishes to perform inference on. Their use is particularly prevalent in image processing where the observations are a sequence of images in time and it is commonly assumed that each image is dependent only on the state of the hidden process at the time at which it is observed. Such an approach has been proposed for this problem in Greenfeld et al. (2015) , where the hidden process is a discretized version of {X(t)}. Here, they let {Y n } be the sequence of photon-fluxes such that it is a standard (first-order) HMM with Poisson emissions. They then implement the Baum-Welch algorithm (Baum and Petrie, 1966; Baum and Eagon, 1967; Baum and Sell, 1968; Baum et al., 1970) to estimate the transition probabilities of the discretized process and use an approximation to obtain the transition rates of the continuous time process {X(t)}. In doing so, they acknowledge that missed events will heavily bias rate estimates. Furthermore, their model is also unable to deal with the absorbing state.
In this paper we provide two important contributions. Firstly, in Section 2, by considering a general model for {X(t)} that includes multiple dark states and an absorbing state, we rigorously formulate the discrete time stochastic process {Y n } that indicates whether a molecule is detected in each frame. A crucial part of this formulation is recognizing that a image is not formed from an instantaneous sampling of the true state, as is usually assumed in image processing, but is instead formed by exposing a camera sensor over a time interval of length ∆. That is to say, Y n is not dependent on just X(n∆), but instead on the integral (i.e. all values) of {X(t)} over the interval [n∆, (n + 1)∆). Taking consideration of noise and instrument sensitivity, we fully account for missed events and give important results on the stochastic structure of {Y n }, including showing it is non-Markovian.
The second contribution of this paper is to propose novel methodology for estimating the state transition rates of {X(t)} under this correct treatment of the imaging procedure. In Sec-tion 3, we develop an HMM for {Y n } where we first implement a time discretization scheme on the hidden Markov process {X(t)}. Crucially, as discussed above, correct understanding of the imaging procedure dictates two key properties. Firstly, Y n depends on both the current (end of frame) and previous (beginning of frame) hidden states, X((n + 1)∆) and X(n∆), respectively. Secondly, this HMM possesses emission probabilities that are dependent on the static parameters of the hidden process state transitions that we ultimately wish to estimate.
This coupled behavior renders traditional expectation maximization (EM)-type methods (e.g. Baum et al. (1970) ) of parameter estimation inappropriate. We therefore make the novel step of introducing what we call transmission (transition-emission) matrices that incorporate this coupling between transition and emission probabilities by capturing all the dependencies in the model. For a given photo-switching kinetic model, we provide both a scheme for computing these matrices and an adaptation of the forward-backward algorithm to compute the likelihood of observations. Through numerical optimization we are able to compute maximum likelihood estimates of the transition rate parameters for the continuous time process {X(t)} that we wish to draw inference on. A bootstrapping scheme is also presented for computing confidence intervals. In the case of an unknown kinetic model, we propose the use of the Bayesian information criterion (BIC) for selecting the best suited model from a set of proposals, thus also providing a powerful tool for chemists wishing to infer the number of quantum states a particular fluorophore can exist in.
In Section 4, we provide a simulation study that compares this new estimation scheme to the exponential fitting method on a range of photo-switching models, demonstrating significant improvements in both the bias and the variance of our rate estimates. We further show the BIC performs accurate model selection when presented with a range of model proposals. In Section 5, the estimation scheme presented in this paper is applied to the Alexa Fluor 647 data originally analysed by the exponential fitting method in Lin et al. (2015) , consistently selecting the hypothesised three temporary off-state model ( Figure 2d ) and revealing clear dependence between laser intensity and key transition rate parameters. In the accompanying supplementary material, as well as key mathematical details, we include an extensive simulations section where we report a significant improvement on rate estimates across a range of models and relevant experimental conditions.
MODELING PHOTO-SWITCHING BEHAVIOR
The true photo-switching behavior of the fluorophore is a continuous time stochastic phenomenon. However, an experimenter can only ever observe a discretized manifestation of this by imaging the fluorophore in a sequence of frames. These frames are regarded as a set of sequential exposures of the fluorophore and the observed discrete time signal indicates whether the fluorophore has been observed in a particular frame. It is the continuous time process on which we wish to draw inference based on the observed discrete-time process indicating whether the fluorophore was observed in a frame. In this section we first present the continuous time Markov model of the true (hidden) photo-switching behavior, and then derive the observed discrete time signal, together with key results on its statistical properties.
Continuous time
We model the true photo-switching effect of the fluorophore as a continuous time Markov process, {X(t) : t ∈ R ≥0 } with discrete state space S X . This is a stochastic process which satisfies the Markov property
for any sequence of times 0 ≤ t 0 < t 1 < · · · < t n < ∞ and any sequence of states i j ∈ S X for j = 0, . . . , n.
In this paper we consider a general model for {X(t)} that can accommodate the numerous mechanisms of photo-switching utilized in standard SMLM approaches such as (F)PALM and (d)STORM. Specifically, this model consists of a photon emitting (On) state 1, m+1 non photon emitting (dark/temporary off) states 0 0 , 0 1 , . . . , 0 m , where m ∈ Z ≥0 , and a photobleached (absorbing/permanently off) state 2. In order to accommodate for the m = 0 case when we have a single dark state, we use the notational convention that state 0 0 ≡ 0. The model, illustrated in Figure 4 , allows for transitions from state 1 to the multiple dark states (from a photochemical perspective, these can include triplet, redox and quenched states). These dark states are typically accessed via the first dark state 0 (reached as a result of inter-system crossing of the excited S 1 electron to the triplet T 1 state -see Figure 2a ). Further dark states 0 i+1 , i = 0, . . . , m − 1, are accessible by previous dark states 0 i (by, for example, the successive additions of electrons forming radical anions (Van de Linde et al., 2010) ). We allow the On state 1 to be accessible by any dark state and we consider the most general model in which the absorption state 2 is accessible from any combination of other states (Vogelsang et al., 2010; Van de Linde and Sauer, 2014; Ha and Tinnefeld, 2012) .
The state space of {X(t)} is S X = {0, 0 1 , . . . , 0 m , 1, 2} and is of cardinality m + 3. We denote λ ij to be the transition rate between states i and j and µ i to be the absorbing rate from state i to 2, where i, j ∈S X := S X \ {2}.
The generator matrix for {X(t)} is therefore given as
where
For full characterization, we define its initial probability mass ν X := ν 0 ν 0 1 . . . ν 0m ν 1 ν 2 with j∈S X ν j = 1. The most commonly occurring in practice is with ν 1 = 1. Moreover, although the case when 1 > ν 2 > 0 may give rise to fluorophores that are never observed, for inference purposes, we discard all traces containing no observations (1s) of fluorophores and set ν 2 = 0.
In this paper, we will refer to specific models (from that shown in Figure 4 ) in the form
Here, m is as previously defined (denoting the number of multiple dark states beyond the 0 0 state that are present in all models) and A ⊆S X denotes the set of states from which the absorption state 2 is accessible. In particular, considering the three classical models presented 
Discrete time observation process
Having presented the continuous time model for the true photo-switching behavior, we will now introduce the model for the observed discrete time process and show how the transition rates given in (1) are not amenable to direct estimation.
. . . The imaging procedure requires taking a series of successive frames. Frame n is formed by taking an exposure over the time interval [n∆, (n + 1)∆), where n ∈ Z ≥0 . The constant ∆ corresponds to the exposure time for a single frame, also known as the frame length. We define the discrete time observed process {Y n : n ∈ Z ≥0 }, with state space S Y = {0, 1}, as Y n = 1 if the fluorophore (characterized by {X(t)}) is observed in frame n and equal to 0 otherwise. For the fluorophore to be observed in the time interval [n∆, (n + 1)∆) it must be in the On state 1 for a minimum time of δ ∈ [0, ∆). The value of δ is unknown and is a result of background noise and the imaging system's limited sensitivity. We note that if {X(t)} exhibits multiple jumps to state 1 within a frame, then a sufficient condition for observing the fluorophore is that the total time spent in the On state exceeds δ. The δ = 0 case is the idealistic scenario of a noiseless system and perfect sensitivity such that the fluorophore is detected if it enters the On state for any non-zero amount of time during the exposure time ∆.
We formally define the observed process as
where 1 A (·) is the indicator function such that 1 A (x) = 1 if x ∈ A and is zero otherwise. Figure 5 illustrates the manifestation of the discrete time signal {Y n } from the continuous time signal {X(t)}.
Figure 5: Illustration of how the states for Y n derive from the process X(t)
The inference problem
The inference problem is two-fold. Firstly for a given model, the aim is to estimate the unknown
from a finite length realization of {Y n }. Crucially, it is shown in the Supplementary Materials Section S1 that {Y n } does not exhibit the Markov property (of any order) for any m ∈ Z ≥0 , and for any ∆ and δ such that ∆ > δ ≥ 0. The non-Markovianity excludes classical inference methods and motivates the use of a Hidden Markov Model (HMM), with a likelihood based approach for estimating θ.
Beyond this, it may be the case that the true model (characterized by its number of dark states) is unknown and may need to be selected in addition to estimating the unknown parameters. We tackle both of these problems in the next section.
CHARACTERIZING PHOTO-SWITCHING BEHAVIOR
Hidden Markov models, first presented in Baum and Petrie (1966) , relate a sequence of observations to the states of an unobserved or hidden Markov chain. The aim of building a hidden Markov model (HMM) is to allow inference on the hidden process using these observations.
In its simplest form, an HMM assumes the propagation of both state and observed sequences to be in discrete time, and a general first order HMM assumes that the observation process {Y n : n ∈ Z ≥0 } is related to a hidden first order Markov Chain {X n : n ∈ Z ≥0 } via an emission probability distribution B := (B) i,j = P(Y n = j|X n = i), considered to be fully indepen-dent of the static parameters that characterize the probability distribution of state transitions
In this setting we say B and P are decoupled. For a sequence y 0 , y 1 , . . . , y N of observations from this model, the Baum-Welch re-estimation algorithm (Baum and Petrie, 1966; Baum and Eagon, 1967; Baum and Sell, 1968; Baum et al., 1970 ) is an EM type method that utilizes the forward-backward algorithm (see Levinson et al. (1983) for details) to optimize the likelihood function and compute maximum likelihood estimates of ν X (the probability mass of X 0 ), B and P . This in turn can be used to estimate parameters of the emission and state transition probabilities. When the hidden Markov process and/or the observation process are of higher order, the HMM can be transformed to a general first order process (Du Preez, 1998; Lee and Lee, 2006; Ching et al., 2003) and Baum-Welch can be applied in the usual way. Readers are directed to MacDonald and Zucchini (1997) for a comprehensive review.
Whilst standard, first (or higher) order HMMs have been extensively studied and are most frequently used in applications, the rigid framework of being in discrete time with emission probabilities decoupled from state transition probabilities is not always suitable, as we will now show is the case for images formed by exposures over a time interval. We take time to carefully formulate the HMM suitable for this application, presenting what we call transmission (transmission-emission) matrices to capture the dependencies in the model. We then go on to provide a novel adaptation of the forward-backward algorithm to estimate θ, the unknown parameters of our HMM in the case of a known state-space S X of the hidden process. We will then show how the Bayesian information criterion (BIC) can be used for model selection and parameter estimation in the case of an unknown state-space.
Photo-switching hidden Markov model
In this section we build an HMM for our observation process {Y n }, which we call the Photoswitching hidden Markov model (PSHMM). The first immediate reason as to why the standard set-up outlined above is inappropriate for this application is because the hidden Markov process {X(t)} evolves in continuous time. To deal with this, we need to adopt a time-discretization scheme for the hidden process. Analogously to Liu et al. (2015) , we state that {X(t)} propagates in ∆-separated discrete time steps according to the transition probability matrix P ∆ = e G∆ ,
where G is given in (1). Our hidden process is therefore now represented by the discrete time Markov chain {X(n∆) : n ∈ Z ≥0 }. When Y n depends solely on X(n∆) (see Figure 6a ) and the corresponding emission matrix B is decoupled from P , a continuous time EM algorithm (Liu et al., 2015) analogous to the Baum-Welch can be used to estimate ν X , B and P . However, this will be inappropriate in our setting for two related reasons. Firstly, we have shown in Section 2, specifically equation
(2), that exposing images over a non-zero length of time means Y n depends on the full path of {X(t)} within the interval [n∆, (n + 1)∆). To correctly deal with this it is necessary to construct the HMM to consider dependence between Y n and both X(n∆) and X((n + 1)∆) (see Figure 6b) . Secondly, this construction of {Y n } in (2) means the emission probabilities are clearly dependent on the static parameters θ of the hidden process and are therefore coupled with P . The EM procedures highlighted above require decoupled B and P so that at each step the quasi-likelihood can be optimized separately. To the best of our knowledge, methods for dealing with coupled systems have not been dealt with in the literature. While an EM algorithm could be used for a coupled system, analytic forms for the update steps would in general be intractable, leading to numerical maximization procedures at each iteration, thereby increasing computational complexity. We will now formally characterize the PSHMM and provide a novel method for estimating the unknown static parameters in the case of a coupled system.
Formal characterization of the PSHMM
Formally, we characterize our PSHMM with 1. an initial probability vector ν X = ν 0 ν 0 1 . . . ν 0m ν 1 ν 2 where ν i := P(X(0) = i) for i ∈ S X ; 2. Transmission matrices
These transmission matrices combine the transition and emission probabilities, thereby allowing us to account for a coupled system. The full mathematical formulation for deriving their forms involves conditioning on the number of jumps from all m + 1 dark states within the interval [0, ∆). From this, we use Laplace transforms and the distributions of state holding times to iteratively compute matrices that converge to our set of transmission matrices. A more detailed explanation of this methodology, along with full derivations and expressions is presented in Supplementary Materials Section S2. Furthermore, an algorithm (Algorithm 1) detailing all computational steps to evaluate these matrices suitable for any m ∈ Z ≥0 (any number of multiple dark states) can be found in Appendix A.
Estimating unknown parameters of the PSHMM
We now provide an algorithm for estimating the unknown parameters θ of the PSHMM, which utilizes a suitable adaptation of the forward-backward dynamic programming algorithm (Rabiner (1989) ), making use of the transmission matrices in (3).
Let y = y 0 y 1 . . . y N F −1 be the sequence of observations across N F frames for a single photo-switching fluorophore. We define the forward-backward probabilities as
For each such n, we define the forward-backward vectors α n = α n,0 . . . α n,0m α n,1 α n,2 and β n = β n,0 . . . β n,0m β n,1 β n,2 . Using this notation, we can show that α n = α n−1 B (y n−1 ) ∆ for n = 2, . . . , N F and α 1 = ν X B (y 0 ) ∆ when n = 1. This yields the following recursion formula
where 1 m+3 is the (m + 3) × 1 vector of ones. It now follows that the likelihood of observation vector y given parameter vector θ is L(y; θ) = α n β n for all n = 0, ..., N F . In particular,
we have L(y; θ) = α N F 1 m+3 , which can be readily computed using the transmission matrices together with recursive computation for α n as indicated in (4). In the situation where we have N E ≥ 1 independent photo-switching fluorophores, the log-likelihood is given by
where Y = y 1 y 2 . . . y N E and α N F ,k is the forward probability vector for emitter k = 1, . . . , N E . Maximizing (5) with respect to θ can be done either through numerically approximating derivatives or by using derivative-free optimization, for example with the NelderMead algorithm. A discussion on multimodality and choosing a starting point for optimization can be found in the Supplementary Materials Section S3.
Accounting for false positive observations
Occasionally, random peaks in the background noise may exceed the threshold value used to determine a fluorophore in the On state, resulting in a false positive identification of the fluorophore. For experiments conducted over a large enough number of frames, this false positive rate may become significant in the observed process {Y n }. 
Bootstrapping scheme
When only one experiment is conducted to produce an N F × N E dataset Y, a single prediction θ is obtained. In this circumstance, a bootstrapping scheme can be used to gain approximate confidence intervals for θ.
In the same manner as is presented in Efron and Tibshirani (1993) , we generate R (typically large) bootstrap datasets Y * 1 , Y * 2 , . . . , Y * R each consisting of re-sampled (with replacement) columns of Y. From each dataset, we acquire bootstrap replicated parameter estimateŝ θ * 1 ,θ * 2 , . . . ,θ * R using the same PSHMM maximum likelihood procedure used to obtainθ. For 0.5 < p < 1, lettingθ * (p) andθ *
(1−p) be the 100 · pth and 100 · (1 − p)th empirical percentiles fromθ * 1 ,θ * 2 , . . . ,θ * R (with each component being the percentile from its corresponding parameter), a percentile bootstrap interval of length 1 − 2p is given by (see Efron and Tibshirani (1993) )
Model selection
In order to determine the unknown number of multiple m dark states, we may use the Bayesian information criterion (BIC) to determine the most likely model given data Y. This particular model selection procedure is chosen due to the incorporation of the log-likelihood function which can be readily and easily computed, and further due to its penalization of over-fitting.
The BIC is defined in our context as being q log(N E N F ) − 2 (Y;θ), where q denotes the number of unknown parameters estimated in θ and (Y;θ) denotes the maximized log-likelihood using the maximum likelihood estimatesθ. This criterion can be computed among all suitable models, with the most preferred being chosen as that with the smallest BIC value.
SIMULATION STUDY
In order to test the performance of parameter estimation against ground truth, synthetic imaging data of photo-switching fluorophores was simulated. We being our focus on the model M 0 {1} , since for many practical applications the life-times of further dark (in particular the triplet (T 1 )) states is short relative to ∆. As such, this dark state has been considered as part of the meta-stable On state (Ha and Tinnefeld, 2012; Vogelsang et al., 2010) . Since the predominant pathway to absorption is via the triplet state, this allows for a simplified model to be used in which the absorption state 2 is only accessible from state 1. Given the popularity of this model and its ease of analysis, we have derived the exact solution of the corresponding transmission matrices (see Supplementary Materials Section S2).
Details on the image simulation method and how the discretized state sequences were extracted can be found in the Supplementary Materials Section S4. Global parameter values are also noted. The extracted state sequences were analyzed using an implementation of Algorithm 1 (see Appendix A for theoretical details). The resulting parameter estimates were compared to estimates derived from the exponential fitting method, which was extended in this study to allow the calculation of absorption rates (see Supplementary Materials Section S3). Table 2 (see Appendix B) shows estimated parameter statistics over 16 image simulation studies with 100 replicates (datasets) per study. Rate parameters θ, were chosen to cover a range of observed behaviors of organic fluorophores and fluorescent proteins (Dempsey et al., 2011) with N E = 100 fluorophores per study. The number of frames N F in each study was adjusted to normalize against the average number of transitions predicted from θ. Scatterplots of these rate estimates are presented in Figure 7 . It is evident that the PSHHM yields estimates with much lower bias and root mean squared errors (RMSE) when compared to the exponential fitting method, although they have a tendency to increase as transition and absorption rates are increased. The reported 95% simulated intervals contain true parameter values across all studies from the PSHMM estimates and further highlight the bias in estimates obtained from the exponential fitting.
For experimenters, the effect of imaging parameters on the performance of the estimators is of particular interest and importance. Further simulation studies carried out under model M 0 {1} highlight the consistency in both accuracy and precision of the PSHMM estimator across a range of different experimental conditions. This is in particular emphasized in Figure 8 , where we compare PSHMM with exponential fitting rate estimates when we vary the emission intensity of the fluorophores (measured in the mean number of photons each emits when in the On state for time ∆). Further investigation of other parameters, including the frame length (∆), the number of frames (N F ) and the detection threshold (proportional to δ) under this model, are provided in the Supplementary Materials Section S4. It is noted that across the full range of relevant parameters tested, the PSHMM estimator performs significantly better than exponential fitting. Figure 7: Estimates of log 10 (λ 01 ) and log 10 (λ 10 ) simulated from model M 0 {1} using both exponential fitting (7a) and PSHMM fitting (7b) are plotted in dark yellow and pink respectively. True rates are plotted as black crosses. Estimates for the absorption rate µ 1 , along with means, RMSEs and 95% simulated intervals are given in Table 2 (see Appendix B).
In order to assess the accuracy of parameter estimates for the extended models m = 1 and m = 2 over fast, medium and slow switching scenarios, additional simulations were performed by directly sampling the continuous time processes {X(t)} and extracting the observation sequences Y as in (2), using fixed values of θ. Results from the analyses of these simulations are shown in Tables 3 and 4 in Appendix B. While it is evident that the estimates for λ 0m0 m+1 and λ 0 m+1 1 incur greater bias as m increases, the 95% simulated intervals predominantly cover true parameter values, albeit over a larger area due to the increase in the RMSEs. As is seen when m = 0, the exponential fitting method performs less well, yielding much higher bias and RMSEs Finally, using these simulated datasets, the BIC was used in model selection from the set of
e. under the assumption that the absorption state was known to only be accessible by the On state). Applying model selection to the M 0 {1} dataset used to estimate parameters in Table 2 results in the true state model being chosen in all (100%) cases. 100 datasets, each for m = 0, 1, 2 were generated for studies 2, 17 and 20 with ∆ = 1 50 s and N E = 300. These results presented in Table 1 demonstrate the accuracy of selecting the correct model. Tables 2, 3 and 4 in Appendix B), with N E = 300, δ = 1 100 and ∆ = 1 50 s. 100 datasets from each study were generated and the BIC used to select the best fitted model.
APPLICATION TO ALEXA FLUOR 647 DATA
In this section we apply the method presented in this paper to the data analyzed with the exponential fitting method in Lin et al. (2015) . The details, including experimental methods, can be found in this reference. In summary, antibodies labeled with Alexa Fluor 647 at a ratio of 0.13-0.3 dye molecules per antibody were sparsely absorbed to a cover slip and imaged by Total Internal Fluorescence microscopy to investigate the effect of eight different laser intensities on the photo-switching behavior of Alexa Fluor 647. The study contains 27 experiments with differing combinations of laser intensity and frame rate. These values, together with the number of emitters detected and the number of frames over which they were imaged is summarized in Table 5 of Appendix B. For each photo-switchable molecule detected the discrete observation trace, indicating if the emitter was observed in each frame, was extracted (see Supplementary Materials Section S4). In all experiments, the true model and its associated parameters were unknown. Subsequently, we will show comparisons between estimates from both the PSHMM and modified exponential fitting methods 1 .
Initially, the BIC model selection criterion as outlined in Section 3.4 was used to select the most suitable model for the data from the range of models
, with the model M 2 {1} being selected on all (100%) occasions. This supports Lin et al. (2015) , who hypothesize this, with bleaching model and assume the M 2 ∅ (without bleaching) model for rate estimates gained from exponential fitting. PSHMM maximum likelihood estimates were then computed for the unknown parameter vector θ * = λ 001 λ 01 λ 0102 λ 011 λ 021 λ 10 µ 1 ν X δ α for each of the 27 datasets.
Associated with these, 95% bootstrapped intervals were computed using the method in Section 3.3 (R = 100 due to computational intensity). The results are shown in Figures 9 and 10.
Comparisons with exponential fitting bootstrapped re-estimates (where ν X , δ and α are not estimable in this setting) are also shown.
The results indicate that the exponential fitting predicts a much slower switching scenario for the Alexa Fluor 647 antibodies, with many estimates shown to be several orders of magnitude below those predicted by the PSHMM. This resembles the conclusions reached from the results of the simulation studies as described in Section 4 and are thought to occur as a result of the exponential fitting method missing events within frames. Incidentally, the higher variance of predictions from both methods are shown to be reported at higher laser intensities, where faster switching of fluorophores is promoted. This is especially pronounced in some particularly large simulated confidence sets for the exponential fitting estimates of λ 0 1 0 2 and λ 0 2 1 (see Figure   10 ). Figure 9: Rate predictions and associated 95% bootstrap confidence sets are shown for λ 01 (left), and λ 10 (middle) and µ 1 (right) against increasing laser intensity (see Table 5 in Appendix B for exact values). Intervals in blue correspond to those from exponential fitting and those in red correspond to those gained from the PSHMM. Point estimates from each of the 27 datasets are given by the diamond (PSHMM) or square (exponential).
SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
Accurate measurement of fluorophore photo-switching rates has the potential to enable tailored design of single molecule localization microscopy experiments to specific requirements. For example, one may wish to select a fluorophore and photo-switching environment to achieve the rapid photo-switching at low laser intensities required for live-cell samples. Alternatively, one may wish to promote long off times required for densely packed samples. Furthermore, precise estimates of photo-switching rates has the potential to advance data processing methods used in Figure 10: Rate predictions and associated 95% bootstrap confidence sets are shown for rates (in order from left to right) λ 0 1 1 , λ 0 1 0 2 , λ 0 1 1 and λ 0 2 1 , plotted against increasing laser intensity (see Table 5 in Appendix B for exact values). Intervals in blue correspond to those from exponential fitting and those in red correspond to those gained from the PSHMM. Point estimates from each of the 27 datasets are given by the diamond (PSHMM) or square (exponential). A modification of the forward-backward algorithm tailored for these coupled HMMs has been presented and numerical maximization of the computed likelihood was performed to generate accurate estimates of the true photo-switching rates. Through a detailed simulation study, these were compared to estimates from an existing exponential fitting method. We found that our proposed method of parameter estimation is highly robust to a range of simulated experimental parameters including low signal-to-noise ratios and fast frame rates, frequently outperforming estimates from exponential fitting. Finally, we found that by using the BIC, it is possible to perform accurate model selection from a range of model proposals, thus providing a powerful new tool for chemists wishing to infer the number of quantum states a particular fluorophore can exist in. The model selection and estimation method presented in this paper was then applied to real data collected from the study of Lin et al. (2015) . We provide strong evidence of a relationship between laser intensity and photo-switching rates and support the hypothesis that Alexa Fluor 647 has three off-states in addition to a photo-bleached state.
While this paper focuses on single molecule localization microscopy, the type of kinetic models discussed in this paper are unlikely to be unique to photo-switching fluorophores and super-resolution applications. Certainly, stochastic processes in which the observed signal depends on both the current and past states of a hidden process are likely to be a general feature of digital, discretized measurements of stochastic signals. This is particularly true in image processing where images are inevitably formed by exposing the camera's sensor over a non-zero length time window. The coupling between the emission and transition probabilities of the HMM is a direct consequence of this exposure time, and therefore it is likely that the presented methodology for dealing with this will find use in imaging applications that are beyond the scope of this paper.
Further theoretical discussions and a comprehensive simulations and methods section, can be found in the Supplementary Materials.
SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS
The supplementary materials supporting this paper contain detailed proofs and derivations regarding our method, discussions on its implementation and a section on further simulation studies, including exact details on the image analysis.
CODE AND DATA
MATLAB code and imaging data sets (also attached separately) used for the algorithms presented in this paper, can be found at github.com/eakcohen/photoswitching.
A APPENDIX: ALGORITHM TO COMPUTE TRANSMISSION MATRICES
Algorithm 1 presents the computation of transmission matrices B
∆ and B
∆ as defined in (3) (with full derivations found in the Supplementary Materials Section S2), suitable for any m ≥ 0.
Here, we denote 0 n and 1 n to be the n × 1 vectors of zeros and ones respectively and I n to be the n × n identity matrix. We denote (M ) (i 1 :i 2 ),(j 1 :j 2 ) to be the matrix filled with rows i 1 to i 2 and columns j 1 to j 2 of any matrix M , and (M ) i 1 ,j 1 to be the (i 1 , j 1 )th entry of M . We use the notation to denote the Hadamard (element wise) product between two matrices.
Algorithm 1 Compute transmission matrices
A 2 , where
a To avoid numerical overflow in the computation of inverse Laplace transforms, one can (for some small tolerance > 0), replace all such (G)p,p with (G)q,q, when |(G)p,p − (G)q,q| < ; p = q = 1, . . . , m + 2. 
where (unknown) and N E = 100 from both the PSHMM and exponential fitting (Exp) methods are presented along with means, root mean squared errors (RMSE) and 95% simulated intervals (S.I.). From both methods, log − log scatterplots of the photo-switching rates λ 01 and λ 10 are shown in Figure 7 . Table 5 : A description of the Alexa Fluor 647 datasets with reference to the laser intensities in kW/cm 2 and frames sampled per second (or ∆ −1 ) measured in s −1 used to characterize each of the 27 experiments. The N F × N E size of each dataset is also included.
